
Even though the greatest message the people of the world will ever hear is that they can 
KNOW GOD here and now and receive Divine Guidance for their personal problems and 
the problems of the world, what I am divulging is NEWSWORTHY! 
 

1) A prevalent genetic trait that is the number one link to all ailments globally 
(affects hundreds of millions of people) now popularized as rare – “Wilson’s 
Disease”.  When I state all ailments, I mean just that!  #1 genetic link to all 
physical disabilities and terminal illnesses, #1 genetic link to all “psychiatric” 
conditions and emotional disabilities.  How? Because the blood is compromised!  
Inefficient blood function causes death/malfunction of every organ of the body!  
Heavy metal toxic build up does the same because the blood can’t keep up with 
cleansing the body and all organs therein, thus brain damage, hormonal 
imbalance, adrenal imbalances, ETC., ETC., ETC!  This is a HUGE STORY that 
affects the entire global populace!!!!! Probably one of the most important medical 
discoveries of the age!  If people realize the blood link to LIFE and proper system 
function (good health), then they can start addressing the ROOT cause of the one 
problem rather than allowing so many to profit from their suffering and deaths by 
treating a wide variety of symptoms! 

2) Eugenics philosophy is leading to mass genocide in this country and globally. 
3) Uncontrolled, immoral capitalism (GREED) is INTENTIONALLY (and 

unintentionally) doing the same! 
 
These are NOT just wild allegations but well founded research and life experience!  
Now is a time to get past your own prejudice and stop thinking of me negatively and 
objectively look at all the evidence and start investigating further into these topics 
yourself so that you and your children can be prepared and stand against these evil 
individuals that have arisen in our life times!  You MUST stand together (stop 
societal function – mass strike by the tens of millions) every time your government 
tortures and murders fellow citizens and so obviously is exterminating either by 
negligence or (as I believe) INTENT the “less fortunate” among us!  Every time you 
let oppressors and tyrants take your rights and lives away NONE of you are safe!  We 
are so close to having mad hordes of armed demonic lunatics raping, pillaging 
plundering even in this country that I can not STRESS enough that you MUST 
STAND UP NOW FOR YOUR RIGHTS AND YOUR LIVES and put people in 
power that do not fear death and will clean up the corruption in all branches of our 
government!  (and restore our GOD GIVEN, Humanitarian and Constitutionally 
protected rights)!!!  
I realize everyone’s time is precious, but THIS IS SOMETHING WORTH 
LOOKING INTO!  SPEND YOUR PRECIOUS TIME RESEARCHING THESE 
DVD’S AND THE TOPICS RAISED IT JUST MAY SAVE YOU OR SOMEONE 
YOU LOVE AND CARE ABOUT FROM DEATH OR FATES WORSE THAN 
DEATH! 


